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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152101728840670&set=a.430059640669.230085.89762

555669&type=1&theater 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=463215903781544&set=a.257634081006395.40406.25737

3851032418&type=1&theater 

  

http://myemail.constantcontact.com/250-Men-Receive-Impartation-at-Planned-

Parenthood.html?soid=1102126637540&aid=HY-Pf_4Q0K8 

  

https://www.facebook.com/official.Ray.Comfort/photos/a.122900324397116.15609.110962898924192

/864515326902275/?type=1&theater 

  

https://www.facebook.com/official.Ray.Comfort/photos/a.122900324397116.15609.110962898924192

/867283006625507/?type=1&theater 

  

http://www.lifebuzz.com/baby-miracle/#!Mhnm1 

  

https://www.lifesitenews.com/pulse/in-viral-video-8-to-12-week-preborn-baby-plays-in-moms-

womb 

  

http://www.howtoinstructions.us/66000-cups-water-62-hours-work-one-stunning-result/#.U3sa-

fldU9Q 

  

http://www.ijreview.com/2014/03/125571-little-girls-unbelievably-powerful-speech-abortion-left-

pro-choice-teacher-speechless/ 
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at stark contrast: 

 https://www.facebook.com/SonsOfLibertyRadio/photos/a.210934395644997.51021.118893408182430

/644815775590188/?type=1&theater 

  

http://themattwalshblog.com/2014/04/23/aborted-babies-are-being-incinerated-to-provide-electricity-

in-the-united-states/ 

  

http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-London/2014/03/24/Aborted-Babies-Burned-to-Heat-NHS-

Hospitals 

  

Michael Swenson shared Jay Sekulow's photo. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=603012576441013&set=a.175603185848623.44593.166

618413413767&type=1&theater 

  

  

                                    PlannedParenthood:  http://bit.ly/1o4AWBa 

  

REALIZE BABIES ARE BEING MURDERED, HACKED UP AND THEIR BODY PARTS ARE BEING SOLD FOR 

PROFIT!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Ms8yAJ1UknU  (and I am 

telling the world that these evil people that can do that to an innocent baby are more than capable of 

doing it to adults! - INNOCENT ADULTS ARE ALSO BEING MURDERED BY THE MILLIONS, HACKED UP 

AND THEIR BODY PARTS SOLD FOR PROFIT!) 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=adults+murdered+for+organs+and+blood&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS53

5US535&oq=adults+murdered+for+organs+and+blood&aqs=chrome..69i57.10256j0j8&sourceid=chro

me&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  and 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=medical+malpractice+murders+patients+for+their+organs+and+

blood&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=medical+malpractice+murders+patients+for+their+organs+

and+blood&aqs=chrome..69i57.16824j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 and 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=medical+malpractice+third+leading+cause+of+death&rlz=1C1GI

GM_enUS535US535&oq=medical&aqs=chrome.5.69i57j69i59j69i65l3j69i59.6707j0j8&sourceid=chrom

e&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  THE EVIDENCE IS IN THAT IF YOU ARE FOR ABORTION YOU ARE 
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FOR SUPPORTING MASS MURDERERS LOOSE ALL OVER THE WORLD WHO ARE COMMITTING 

ATROCITIES AND CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY!  THERE IS CURRENTLY ABOUT A 5% CHANCE THAT YOU 

OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW WILL BE MURDERED IN A HOSPITAL, THE CAUSE OF DEATH LIED ABOUT, 

AND YOUR BODY PARTS SOLD FOR PROFITS!  YOUR LIFE (OR THAT OF YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY) 

ENDS TO MAKE GREEDY MASS MURDERERS WEALTHY!  www.blastthetrumpet.org 

  

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=849716905070754 

  

eugenic fascism still in practice today is a danger to everyone; not just 

babies. www.blastthetrumpet.org and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101 

 Bradley Stephens and Adelia Kimsey like this. 

Adelia Kimsey Steve Whitman - here's another one - hope everything possible about this woman & 

Planned Parenthood gets shared a billion times! 

  

Steve Whitman I have seen this before. Her wicked ways are multiple. Untold numbers of innocent 

children have died under her 'experiment'... May God have mercy on her... 

  

Adelia Kimsey Oh my gosh! Have to read more later when I have time. What a monster!!!! 

  

Scott Graham I take it that none of y'all practice safe sex or any kind of birth control. If y'all do or have 

than get in line to be stoned. This women helped save more lives than the babies that were aborted. 

Planned Parenthood is a lot more than a place to kill babies. It serves to educate women not to get to 

the point of having to make a decision whether or not to have an abortion. What a lot of folks don't 

understand is that abortions will never go away. They have been used as a way of not having a baby 

since the beginning of time. The only thing Ms. Sanger did was to start a program to help women learn 

about sex education and get abortions out of the so call 'alleys' and into a place that if it was to happen 

she might not die as a result of the abortion. Whether we agree or not on abortions, it makes more 

since to save at least one life then it does to end two. 

  

Adelia Kimsey Scott Graham - I do not believe her choices saved more lives than her actions took. I still 

maintain that she is a monster of a human being. 
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Scott Graham Following your belief. You had a mother and child, before Ms. Sanger, finding unsafe 

abortion were a significant cause of maternal mortality and morbidity in the world. Most unsafe 

abortions occur where abortion is illegal, or in developing countries where affordable well-trained 

medical practitioners are not readily available, or where modern contraceptives are unavailable. About 

one in eight pregnancy-related deaths worldwide is associated with unsafe abortion. Like I said, instead 

of losing 2 lives, we lose one. That's 50% more lives are saved because of Ms. Sanger. That's just 

counting the ones that were not educated in birth control and choose to abort. 

  

Adelia Kimsey There have been 43 MILLION Llives lost since abortion was made legal. "I" attribute over 

half (& that's being nice) to Planned Parenthood. Unacceptable. If you had spoken with many women 

post-abortion that have so many regrets & unforgiveness towards themselves as I have then maybe you 

could see them as the victims they really are. And, fyi - the God I serve forgives abortion. I pray for the 

day Planned Parenthood is shut down for good! 

  

Scott Graham While you pray for Planned Parenthood to be shutdown, please pray for women to find a 

place to get: Pap Smears: Can't afford a cervical cancer screening? Planned Parenthood has your back. 

Pregnancy Testing and Services: The organization helps women who are pregnant or are thinking about 

becoming pregnant get prenatal care. Diabetes Screening: Depending on location, you can get general 

health care services like diabetes screening, flu vaccines, or anemia testing at Planned Parenthood. 

Breast Cancer Screening: The organization provides valuable breast exams and helps women find 

services they might need. STD Testing, Treatment, and Prevention: Planned Parenthood provides free 

condoms, HPV vaccines, and STD testing and treatment. Male Infertility Screening and Referral: The 

organization offers a variety of male sexual health services, like infertility screening, testicular cancer 

screening, and erectile dysfunction services. Are the congressmen aware of this? Menopause Help: It 

might not make headlines like abortion services, but Planned Parenthood's health centers offer midlife 

services to help women deal with menopause. 

  

Adelia Kimsey How about a compromise Scott - if you're open to it, that is. Let's pray for PP to S T O P 

doing abortions?! Or are u just totally for abortion aka, don't make me say it please. So, whatda ya say? 

Compromise? 

  

Adelia Kimsey Ut oh, now where do you work Scott?!? 

  



Scott Graham I'm retired, Adelia, from the Fire Department. As far as abortions, my personnel feeling on 

the subject do not enter into the discussion. I look at it as what is better for the public as a whole. 

Having them available to those that need or want them in a safe, sterile environment or done by 

themselves or some hack in the so called 'back-alley'. This is a procedure that will always be around no 

matter of our beliefs and feelings on the matter. 

  

Adelia Kimsey Oh well, I tried. 

  

Scott Graham Tried what, Adelia? Tried to convince yourself that if we take abortions out of PP that it 

would end abortions all together? If you can tell me a better alternative than out is being done now, 

then I will listen. Discuss this subject without your personnel feeling or beliefs in coming up with a 

solution. That is the hardest part. 

  

Michael Swenson http://www.numberofabortions.com/ andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/solutions/516489485096682 It is due to eugenic fascism that generations have been 

indoctrinated into a way of life, that is not sustainable, and not in keeping with the Instructions for Life 

contained in the Holy Bible. Rather than deal with wise solutions, the global elite have decided instead 

to depopulate the world. I encounter these people constantly because worldwide public indoctrination 

systems have brainwashed them now for several decades, and their brainwashing is consistently 

reinforced through media. I explain who is responsible and why it was done to mass millions of people 

all over the world in these notes:  The information in the following links contain absolute proof of why 

there is an increase in sicknesses, wars, and open policies and procedures of death now worldwide (the 

obvious ones of abortion and the not so obvious ones of genocides in local hospitals as millions of 

innocent citizens are murdered each year worldwide and even in America and hacked up for their 

organs) As a rare survivor of hospital homicides, I consider it my duty to warn the unsuspecting public of 

the horrors I personally encountered by trying to get the mass murdering doctors and nurses arrested. 

The adversity from sex offending cops and federal agents, threats, harassment, messages like this one 

on my answering service:http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/iTestifytheTRUTH/popman.wav In my effort 

to save your lives and that of your children, I not only contacted all branches of our government from 

the lowest to the highest levels, I filed a ten trillion dollar class action lawsuit to document the results 

for public benefit. Through hellish agony few can imagine over what they did to me to try and murder 

me, I compiled PROOFS AND EVIDENCES THAT YOU AND YOUR CHILDRENS LIVES ARE ALREADY UNDER 

ATTACK IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS! YOU CAN EITHER CHOOSE TO REMAIN BLIND TO THESE FACTS AND 

SUFFER AND DIE IN YOUR IGNORANCE OR YOU CAN READ THIS LIFE SAVING INFORMATION PROVIDED 

YOU BY WHISTLEBLOWERS WHO ARE PUTTING THEIR OWN LIVES ON THE LINE TO SAVE YOURS! THESE 

NOTES EXPOSE WHY THE EVENTS ARE TAKING PLACE NOW AROUND THE WORLD! THEY EXPOSE WHO IS 

BEHIND THEM! THEY OFFER SUGGESTIONS OF WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE BEFORE YOU'RE ALL EITHER 

TOO SICK, TOO POOR, OR TOO ENSLAVED TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT THEM! because 
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of http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/propaganda/528691883876442 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-

corruption/517410181671279 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-

who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883 that brings 

abouthttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/stupidity/527894057289558 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651 for the purpose 

ofhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 and the only remedy ishttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/why-we-all-need-instructions-from-our-creator-to-live-by/533444303401200 to be taught 

everywhere; especially to the children; so they mature into such persons of integrity; necessary for a 

peaceful, strong, stable, prosperous society; as I propose:http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/solutions/516489485096682 and until then all who love freedom and especially all who love 

GOD need tohttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/there-is-no-pre-tribulation-rapture-

prepare-for-war/533858466693117 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-

weapons-of-our-warfare/578505248895105; help people not to present themselves 

as http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by 

teaching the Truth!http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-

creator/568134419932188 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-

christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-

forgiveness/556880667724230 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/you-will-know-

truth-truth-will-set-and-keep-you-

free/551134041632226 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-

worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-

to/560337004045263 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-dangers-of-

remaining-ignorant-about-the-times-we-are-living-

in/557410497671247 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/blasphemy-and-

idolatry/568026456609651 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-

been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689 and  (THE WARNING; IF IT 

FAILS TO SHOW IS COVERED REDUNDANTLY)  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-

planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/gain-and-restore-freedom/550796821665948 I have gotten harassment from some who 

foolishly war against truth on purpose and others who prefer to live in psychological denial of reality 

(you don't have to remain such, all you need to do is repent and call upon the Living LORD JESUS THE 

CHRIST, YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH); but devil worshippers are so deceived and self-deluded; they 

don't seem to realize that the same eugenic fascism destroying mankind with policies of death, holds 

the same contempt for them. The global elites look at their slave minions who work in buildings like 

this https://www.google.com/search?q=nsa%20headquarters... just as expendable as the rest of 

humanity and all life on the planet. The evidence is in that the global elites are not just a threat to your 

lives and that of your children (already under attack) but all life on the planet in their selfish, greedy, 

arrogant insanity. The people of the world need to FIGHT BACK while you still can and ignore the foolish 
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dissenters that are either the lackeys of the scum of the world who sit in those buildings and fight 

against whistleblowers like myself trying to save your lives and arrest them all for their crimes against 

humanity; or are the successful results of mass brainwashing that has been so successful people won't 

even take a little of their time to look at the facts even when their own lives and that of their children 

and loved ones depends on it. The denigration of human life and the inestimable value of each soul, is 

putting everyone on earth at risk from these arrogant genocidal maniacs and tendencies to fall in line 

with their attitudes due to brainwashing in schools and media. This world can sustain considerably more 

souls when calculations are made against the now inhabited regions and with proper stewardship of the 

planetary resources and wise implementations of tiered farming, terraforming, and aquaculture 

advances; versus the presently uninhabited regions. Lack of proper waste management is poisoning vital 

resources on land and in the seas. Essentially, due to very poor leadership, mankind is polluting the 

world, and causing extinction events that are becoming increasingly widespread. In the "solutions" 

notes, I address these issues and more; but it inherently has to do with attitudes and perspectives of 

each individual. If people are in anyway approving of murdering their own children, they won't blink at 

genocides of strangers (if they think they themselves will escape). it is these core attitudes that must 

change if mankind is going to stop its rushing trend toward global annihilation. The only way I have 

found for people to pass from attitudes of death and destruction, toward life, hope, peace, prosperity, 

productivity, is for them to personally encounter our Creator; and by meeting Him see the value of their 

own life and others as they should; and also see the value of properly stewarding the earth; so mankind 

can move onto colonization of the many worlds in this universe. When solutions come from attitudes of 

LIFE and not DEATH, then the hell we see erupting on earth, will be replaced with streams of Wisdom, 

Knowledge and Understanding from Heaven; granting innovations that will well provide for good quality 

of life for all souls. 

Number of Abortions in US & Worldwide - Number of abortions since 1973 

www.numberofabortions.com 

number of abortions this year, US Abortion clock, worldwide abortion clock, numb...See More 

  

Jacqui Noor Keogh How about we stop trying to stop abortions, and focus on stopping women from 

getting pregnant in the first place? I think chasing after women at the abortion clinic is like shutting the 

barn door after the horse got out. The time to make them think about their choices is BEFORE they have 

to make the choice and stop them from having to make that choice at all. 

  

Scott Graham Michael Swenson you just did what I asked of Adelia not to do. You talk about this subject 

with your belief and heart using the Bible as your platform. None of which will stop abortions. Jacqui 

stated it correctly in giving a logical answer. I don't care how many abortions have or have not taken 

place. It doesn't matter in finding a way to control or end abortions. Just as in any killings, you can state 

stats, beliefs, or causes of the killings. It doesn't solve the realization that a killing will take place. We kill 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.numberofabortions.com%2F&h=uAQEzJewX&s=1


people before they are born, during all phases and ages during their life, and we kill those who kill 

others. Except, during war, protest, uprisings, under cover CIA operations, etc....Why are we so upset 

with just abortions? You can make them illegal. It works so well in all the other illegal killings that 

happen. BTW, have you seen those numbers since 1973? Hint: It doesn't matter. 

  

Jacqui Noor Keogh Scott, as a Christian, I am appalled at the numbers of abortions, especially in the 

poorer communities. The numbers do mean something, they represent a life taken before it could come 

to fullness of it's life. My approach is a practical one, and one I wish we would focus more on. Through 

love of oneself, embracing good, core values, and appreciating life, instead of thinking of it as 

disposable, maybe if we begin with abortions we can come up with answers to the rest. Killing during 

war, as an adult, is making a choice, and embracing a belief. Killing an unborn child in the womb serves 

no one, not even the mother. The long term affects of having an abortion go way deep into your very 

soul. It is being done way too frequently, and without any thought or care by the majority, and to me, 

that in itself is a crime.  

  

Michael Swenson And to summarize my own point. Until we change the way people think, we will not 

change the way they act. For example, Scott, your complete lack of comprehension in that regard; 

makes you oblivious to the gist of my presentation; and that is the way people think is being 

fundamentally controlled through public indoctrination and media; such that they think even the 

mention of our Creator is synonymous with religious belief; rather than just the reality in which we all 

exist. Furthermore, that a departure from His Instructions; which include teaching children and 

throughout every day of our lives, His Instructions to Live By, is causing the evil erupting on the face of 

the planet; including mass abortions. http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-

sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 and as any can see in 

the verse by verse links to current events, the many problems our nation (and the world) is now facing 

as a result. So I am not talking of pie in the sky, fantasies, but what is involved in actually changing the 

way people think and it involves taking control of public education and media and putting them back in 

the hands of the Church instead of the satanists, deceivers that took it over for the evil purposes we 

now see happening. Education, science and media needs to be grounded in objective Truth; the only 

way for that to happen is to bring people to a personal knowledge of our Creator; not religious beliefs - 

reality. Mankind may not then instantly be rid of all faults; but they will be insignificant compared to the 

hell unleashed on earth at present. When Christians, those who don't just believe in God, but persons 

who KNOW HIM personally, are in charge, wickedness, including murderers are arrested. Children are 

taught fundamental truth, such as the obvious wrongs in sexual relations outside of holy matrimony 

instead of the evil perversities now being taught them by the satanic 

nwo: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7XR9yH2ETk andhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65RGfRl

SoH8 andhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_7GIyqQuhw andhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSN

U-jlHkDs the social engineering going on allows mass murder and genocides to take place. The heart of 

the issue is summed up in a quote: “Let me control the textbooks, and I will control the state.” Adolph 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230
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Hitler the satanists infiltrated and took over education and media as I show plainly in the above notes. It 

doesn't matter if you are in ignorance of the prophecies in the Scriptures; your opinion that any mention 

of these Truths is non-descript or inappropriate does not change the reality in which we exist. If we are 

to change actions, we must change the character and conduct of people, beginning with children. If we 

are to succeed in maintaining proper character and conduct; that can only be accomplished when each 

and every soul knows our Creator. (not a religion, or intellectual "belief"; but a factual unity with the 

One who brought all things into existence and holds all things together.) As long as people make excuses 

in ignorance and push that One who is the Source of All Virtues away; then all vices will remain. Reality 

and Truth; not religion. 

  

Scott Graham There is no way I would put the trust of mankind in the hands of the church. It's been 

done before. It didn't work. We are doomed to repeat history if we do not learn form it. Sadly, we are 

repeating everyday. 

  

Michael Swenson You're looking at manmade religions and obviously not the history of public education 

in America which led to one of the most prosperous nations in the history of the world. Elementary 

school primers in America once looked like college level seminary books of today. Our education 

through the Church, (all of our oldest colleges and universities) for nearly 150 years had the Holy Bible 

as the primary text book and mandatory reading such as the once second most published and translated 

book in the world, Pilgrim's Progress. You are looking at the history that was rewritten by the deceivers 

to get you to think our nation under Christian precepts and public instruction was not successful; when 

it most obviously was! http://shop.wallbuilders.com/the-american-heritage-series... that DVD set might 

help deprogram you in that regard. You speak of learning from history and yet, sodomites, slaughter of 

infants and such evils now in our nation has brought about the rather dramatic downfalls of all such 

people as delved into these dark and wicked things in the past and even the not so distant 

past.http://www.lifenews.com/.../planned-parenthood-51-of-its.../ on a separate topic of trying to 

defend Planned Slaughterhood. The number one revenue maker BY FAR of this organization is 

murdering babies; and because of that they play a part in public indoctrination for them with quotas and 

goals to have teens and even pre-teens murder their own babies before they are out of public 

indoctrination. The statistics plainly show increases in abortions as a result of their successful 

brainwashing of children.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7XR9yH2ETk murder for profit, blood 

soaked bills, IF they have done anything at all commendable, it is dramatically overshadowed completely 

by their sinister bloodthirsty greed. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZjrBH1mA2Y 

  

WallBuilders, LLC. The American Heritage Series (10 DVD Boxed Set) 

shop.wallbuilders.com 
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Discover the forgotten and astonishing story of our nation’s foundation in the A...See More 

  

Scott Graham Try and stay on point. Give me a honest solution other than Planned Parenthood to do 

about abortions. They will happen there or somewhere else. 

  

Michael Swenson WRONG! If the people rationally declare it to be the premeditated murder that it is; 

then anyone performing such things will find themselves properly under arrest! Furthermore, I am 

beginning to think you are brain damaged; (as you fail to comprehend how all previous content is "on 

point"); not just brainwashed. people will stop even thinking in such a way if properly educated. It is a 

matter of historic fact. Wickedness, including murder and blood sacrifices have always had origins in the 

occult, and righteousness, right living, godly living has always had direct links to knowing our Creator. 

  

Jacqui Noor Keogh Scott, would it not be wonderful to do away with them all together? The only way to 

do away with abortions is to (1) Make people realize how harmful they are, to the mind, body and soul 

(2) stop them before they happen (3) stop lying to everyone in saying it is "just" a clinical procedure. 

Being honest and not politically correct would be a start. 

  

Scott Graham I'm a realist. Nether brainwashed with propaganda by politics, the devil, the church, 

science, or Bible. I am not foolish enough to think abortions will ever go away. They will always be done, 

somewhere, somehow, by someone. Even by taking the teaching approach and saying we could reach 

every single person to think it was bad, it would take 3 to 4 generations to rid abortions from the Earth. 

That is "if" you could reach every single person on Earth. There aren't a lot of things that are impossible 

but, the "if" is about as close as you can get. Throwing folks into prison has worked so well in keeping all 

illegal things from happening. 

  

Michael Swenson  As a realist, you might consider all these nations who have banned 

abortions: http://www.whichcountry.co/countries-where-abortion-is-illegal/  I'm a realist also, there is a 

huge difference in acknowledging that until Christ returns in Glory, we will have evil doers on earth; and 

arresting such wicked persons; as opposed to condoning or attempting to legalize murder in any way. 

 As a realist, I look at the facts of Divine Intervention past, present and future and see clearly that if 

mankind adopts an attitude like yours; that it is inevitable that mankind will always be so bloodthirsty 

and depraved that they will not only commit the worst atrocities like tearing innocence limb from limb 

in epic murderous madness; but that the rest of humanity will tolerate and condone such insanity to run 

loose on the planet.  I see the Divine Intervention of nearly wiping the whole of humanity off the face of 

the earth; if such incredible evil continues.  Mankind will either execute righteousness and righteous 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.whichcountry.co%2Fcountries-where-abortion-is-illegal%2F&h=EAQHJEAwH&s=1


judgment on earth or GOD will; and if mankind FAILS to execute His Commandments; then all FAILING to 

do so are as guilty as those committing such vile atrocities! Anyone remaining silent against this 

madness, anyone not advocating the arrests of all such murderers, anyone defending or participating by 

intent or apathy, will find themselves swept away in the Divine Justice and Wrath destined to incinerate 

all such wickedness now and forever! (I noticed your intentional dismissal of all prior content; in order to 

suggest that prison exclusively is the suggestion of the solution to the problem). Yes, proper education 

takes effort and time; but it is obvious improper education has wrought damage in just a few decades 

and so a reversal of that damage might take a little time; but it is certain that nothing will improve if we 

continue to allow the decline of all decency without even a small effort to challenge that 

decline.http://www.whatyouknowmightnotbeso.com/graphs.html  Many people today want an answer; 

ANY answer, other than GOD, our Creator, and yet, that is the answer, the only answer that actually is 

the real and viable solution to all our problems; including widespread sexual immorality and human 

denigration so severe that infanticide is an accepted norm. 

  

I wager "a life for a life" would serve as a serious deterrent to infanticide. If abortion providers were 

executed, there might be SOME who would take the black market approach, but more than likely, two 

things would result: LESS MURDERED BABIES, and MORE PEOPLE THINKING SERIOUSLY ABOUT THEIR 

SEXUAL CONDUCT. Sanger saved lives, rubbish! If people understood from primary education on that if 

you murder a baby; including your own, you will be facing the death penalty; then either humanity 

would find a way to make certain they did not have babies (sterilization) if they wanted to be sexually 

promiscuous; or the practice would cease by attrition. You are assuming ALL those defenseless, 

slaughtered infants would have been slaughtered regardless; evidence is against such a false 

assumption, historically and statistically.  

  

Every person and nation that devalues life to the point where mothers are capable of ripping their own 

babies limb from limb or paying someone to do it for them; is a person capable of any and all 

wickedness. When a person and nation departs from their Creator and a proper perspective of Life to 

such a degree, that person and nation is ripe for destruction.  So all the plagues and pestilences come 

upon them, droughts and famines, and as you all become depraved, sick and dying from your cold, hard 

hearts and blood-thirsty ways, hell on earth breaks out in all its ugly and terrible forms. If people will not 

put an end to abortion, it is certain such societies and people will die in blood-shed also.  If the people 

won't repent when they see the Divine Judgments coming upon them 

obviously: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-

repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230  ; then it is most certain, their nation will descend 

further into manifest darkness, depravity and insanity to the point where their cities will burn with the 

foul stench of hell, and the people murder each other in cannibalistic hunger that came upon them due 

to their own wicked ways. 

  

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.whatyouknowmightnotbeso.com%2Fgraphs.html&h=JAQGVXZ-U&s=1
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Mankind has a choice to make Follow God our Creator and His Instructions for Life or continue to think 

you all know better and can do whatever evil crosses your minds (in the delusion that there will be no 

consequences for doing so).  I am a realist and also an optimist, I tend to think that if enough people see 

the evidence and finally make the correlations I show plainly in verse by verse links that for their own 

sakes and that of their nation; they will put an end to this great wickedness. Some might say the death 

penalty? I say, ABSOLUTELY! Anyone so cold blooded that they can pay to have their own babies torn 

limb from limb, and all those actually doing so horrifically deserves the death penalty; like the most 

heinous and evil of all criminals that they are!  We have a person as you can see in thise note who thinks 

this crime will be with us regardless and I hope my point in reply is obvious.  That may be true that we 

will have cold-blooded murderers on planet earth until Christ returns and confines every last one of 

them in the Lake of Fire; but if you and your nation doesn't want to suffer and burn even prior to that 

moment; you will NOT condone and legalize perhaps the most horrific thing anyone can do to another 

soul!  You will properly arrest and execute anyone participating in such obvious atrocities; if you in any 

way desire to see good in your own existence and for your nation.  Otherwise, every bloody nation on 

earth that continues to do so wickedly prepare for the Divine Wrath that is coming upon you all! 

  

http://themattwalshblog.com/2014/03/04/i-am-afraid-of-this-indisputable-pro-choice-argument/ 

  

http://www.faith.com/video/You-Need-to-Hear-What-This-Woman-Is-Saying-to-Her-Birth-Mother/ 

  

http://sfglobe.com/?id=685 - Hey Mooooooommmmm!  Lemme outta here!  I need to stretch my 

legs!  :D 

  

There is no doubt where our Creator stands on the issue of abortion; He calls for justice against even 

those who ACCIDENTALLY cause injury or death to babies in the womb; let alone those who do so with 

wicked premeditated intent!  http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+21:22-25  and 

there are many other verses showing His favor, His Grace, His Design and Intent regarding those still in 

the womb.  http://www.abortionfacts.com/bible-verses-proving-that-life-begins-before-birth  and 

 http://www.priestsforlife.org/brochures/thebible.html  and 

 http://www.godandscience.org/doctrine/prolife.html and http://www.focusonthefamily.com/lifechalle

nges/love_and_sex/abortion/what_the_bible_says_about_the_beginning_of_life.aspx and whoever 

thinks those so http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-

challenged/575010789244551that they take verses out of context to 

commit http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/blasphemy-and-

idolatry/568026456609651 against our Creator (like those claiming God and the Holy Bible advocates 

evil; when talking about the JUSTICE that comes upon all those doing such things as murdering their own 
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babies) are to be found among those who are fulfilling such prophesies as http://biblehub.com/isaiah/5-

20.htm  and if they fail to repent; no doubt there will be rejoicing when these wicked deceivers perish! 

  

This is the question all who are for the bloody slaughter of their own infants must ask themselves.  If you 

hold such disregard for your own progeny; if you value the life of your own babies so little that you 

participate in their cruel murders, and choose to live among a people that apathetic to lives of the most 

innocent among us, a culture that with premeditation extinguishes such lives by the millions and billions 

worldwide; if you actually do not care about the lives of your own children, how do you expect anyone 

to care about yours? 

  

http://sonsoflibertymedia.com/2015/01/authors-culture-allows-abortion-one-leads-genocide-ethnic-

cleansing-

democide/?utm_content=buffer30adf&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campai

gn=buffer  - if people will not value the lives of defenseless babes, how can they expect anyone to value 

to their own life? 

  

The reality we live in today is horrific; in the extreme, and yet people act like its no big deal, party, live it 

up; though the world we live in today is covered in horrors and bloodshed that should never be thought 

of; let alone done. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-discern-good-god-from-evil-

devil/793806584031636 

  

Understand this clearly, righteousness and wickedness cannot co-exist, they oppose each other.  Every 

soul must decide to be for or against our Creator.  He gives life, murderers attempt to destroy it.  There 

is no harmony or concord between the God of All Creation and devils. You will either Repent and learn 

to live righteously or you will perish as the enemies of the Lord and find yourselves properly confined in 

the Lake of Fire; where you will never harm anyone else again with your wicked ways.  Choose wisely 

everyone; not just your present condition on earth hangs in the balance; but your everlasting destinies. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/are-you-a-christian/532952590117038 
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We can end abortion 

Hit 'LIKE' if you are PRO-LIFE! 
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9864915751/684688904906842/?type=1&theater this demonstrates a societal attitude of 

misunderstanding and misplaced anger. Caring about LIFE is a LIFELONG process of moment by moment 

good intent and actions. Many who don't want to accept the responsibility of their own actions; think 

murdering their own baby is an acceptable way to be free from the consequence of their own decision 

to engage in sex. Then in a vain attempt to exonerate themselves from the responsibility of raising their 

child; they look at society to do so. (hence propaganda like this as noted above in this comment). Society 

rightly says, you are responsible for your actions, you engaged in sex, you got pregnant, now raise your 

child responsibly. HOWEVER, what society is not looking at is that ANYONE so irresponsible as to WANT 
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to even TRY to murder their own baby is IN NO CONDITION to raise their child! So then the meme from 

that perspective speaks appropriately; JUST WHO WILL RAISE THE CHILDREN IN LOVE AND AFFECTION, 

WISELY AND RESPONSIBLY WHEN WE HAVE A WHOLE NATION WHO DOESN'T KNOW GOD BECAUSE WE 

ALLOWED LIES TO BE TAUGHT THEM IN PUBLIC EDUCATION; INSTEAD OF TRUTH! help people not to 

present themselves as http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-

challenged/575010789244551 by teaching the Truth! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/evidence-of-god-our-

creator/568134419932188 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-

christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 the meme points out the core issue 

of why we see ALL KINDS OF EVIL in this world; including abortion and it's because people are not being 

taught from the time they are children the INSTRUCTIONS FOR LIFE; the INSTRUCTIONS TO LIVE 

BY!https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-

bible/621311364614493 Like once was the practice in our once Christian nation. 
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Pro-birth, not pro-life. 
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Is Pepsi using cells from aborted fetuses to create flavor enhancers? 
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It doesn't take a NASA Scientist to realize that there's human life in the womb. 
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Abortion always kills a human being. 
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Angel Roberson 

Truth hurts. This is what Pres. Obama espouses. Third term abortion is murder. If this bothers you and 

you are Pro-life, I understand. If this bothers you and you are Pro-terminate a child's life for convenience 

then you are either ignorant of what ABORTION really is or hypocritical. Time to see the ugly truth. Bring 

morality back to America and many problems will begin to decrease. 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

LIKE and SHARE if this doesn't sound right to you! 
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433.166792236711749&type=1&theater It's not as much about race as it is about the arrogance of the 

eugenic fascists wealthy, so called "ruling elite" and their disdain of the poor masses. 
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Rocky Mountain Black Conservatives with Reuben Smith 

As I wrote about not long ago - we are supporting the systemic extermination...of ourselves. 

(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=684226264968341&set=a.196831133707859.50433.1667

92236711749&type=1&relevant_count=1) 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

LIKE and SHARE to expose the horrific views of abortion zealots. 
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Alveda King 

   PlannedParenthood , the largest    abortion  provider in US, has 78% of their clinics 

in    minority communities. 
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National Right to Life 

Substantial medical and scientific evidence shows unborn babies can feel pain. They suffer excruciatingly 

painful deaths in abortion. 

LIKE & SHARE if you agree that we should end this violence! 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

Abortionists make huge profits every year by misleading patients into thinking they aren't killing an 

innocent baby. 

LIKE and SHARE to expose the truth! 
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Bradlee Dean 

This is who America is allowing to rule the roost concerning the innocent in the womb friends. No 

excuse! Proverbs 6 
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Jesus Daily with Dolores Campos and 2 others 

Do you believe in miracles??? Say Yes! or No! 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

We got a real kick out of this one. What else might he be saying? Comment below! 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

NOW President proposes killing unborn babies as a way to reduce infant mortality...it doesn't get much 

more ridiculous than that! 

Let us know what YOU think in the Comments. Then LIKE and SHARE! 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

LIKE and SHARE! 
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She Made a Tough Decision to Do Something Beautiful. At 1:40 You Find Out Just How Powerful That... 

When she became pregnant at age 16, she knew she had three choices: 1)... 

FAITHIT.COM 
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Bradlee Dean Kicked Out of a Public School For Exposing Abortion (full piece) 

Unite with the team that is restoring America back to its Biblical foundation... 

YOUTUBE.COM 
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Rand Foreman 

IN GOD's COURT, ABORTION IS MURDER 

Frontline Fellowship and Africa Christian Action produced this image explaining God's view of 

abortion. Josh Williamson is where I got it from. 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 
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Over 4.5 million views. 
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Supermodel Kathy Ireland uses Science and Reason to tell Mike Huckabee why she became pro-life. 

She does talk about being a Christian but makes her point using science not... 
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Buck Sexton says: GOP backing down like "spineless cowards." 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

The evidence is clear: life begins at conception! 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

Gianna Jessen is a survivor of a botched abortion and such a powerful voice for the pro-life movement! 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

What sorts of "populations" does it sound like Ruth Bader Ginsberg is interested in "controlling" here? 
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National Pro-Life Alliance 

Plain and simple. Pro-Lifers believe in protecting innocent human life at all stages, pro-abortion activists 

don't. 
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Obama's Science Czar: We Need Forced Abortions and Mass Sterilization Overseen By Planetary... 

What kind of people does President Obama have in his administration to help... 
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